
THE MINOAN CIVILIZATION

The Minoan civilization was a Bronze Age Aegean civilization on the island of Crete and other Aegean Islands,
flourishing from c. to c. BC until a late.

Bronze Age centres of power The long-distance trade networks of the Bronze Age were largely dominated by
the rulers of well-placed chiefdoms and city-states which straddled the trade routes. Possibility of human
sacrifice Minoan symbolic labrys of gold , second millennium B. According to Evans, the saffron a sizable
Minoan industry was used for dye. ISBN ,  Start Your Free Trial Today By the middle of the 15th century the
palace culture on Crete was destroyed by conquerors from the mainland. The bronze blade was 15 inches long
and had images of a boar on each side. When the trade networks ceased, regional famines could no longer be
mitigated by trade. Unfortunately, the excavators of this site have not published an official excavation report;
the site is mainly known through a article in National Geographic [5] [6] Not all agree that this was human
sacrifice. They developed Mediterranean polyculture, the practice of growing more than one crop at a time,
and as a result of their more varied and healthier diet, the population increased. The palaces fulfilled a plethora
of functions: they served as centers of government, administrative offices, shrines, workshops and storage
spaces e. In the "North House" at Knossos, the bones of at least four children who had been in good health
were found which bore signs that "they were butchered in the same way the Minoans slaughtered their sheep
and goats, suggesting that they had been sacrificed and eaten. In the Early Minoan period ceramics were
characterised by linear patterns of spirals, triangles , curved lines, crosses , fishbone motifs and such. The
Minoans' grain supply is believed to have come from farms on the shore of the Black Sea. They apparently
depict a religious life dominated by priestesses. Many archaeologists believe that synchronisms with Egypt
require a date around B. Because it is the only find of its kind, the script on the Phaistos disc remains
undeciphered. The end of this flourishing culture came with the destruction of most of the palaces and villas of
the country side in the middle of the 15 century, and with the destruction of Knossos in  This demonstrates the
importance of farming as an artistic motif. Minoan and Mycenaean Art, revised edition. Crete and Mycenae,
originally published in Greek, , photographs by Max Hirmer. AD, continued to be a coastal center of maritime
and military value during late antique and medieval times. Into the Labyrinth View Images Cult of the Bull
This Minoan wine vessel in the shape of a bull's head is just one example of the popularity of the animal in
Minoan art. The decline of Minoan civilization and the decline in use of bronze tools in favor of superior iron
ones seem to be correlated. The Minoans domesticated bees , and adopted pomegranates and quinces from the
Near East, though not lemons or oranges as is often imagined. A more economically and politically
advantaged ruling class emerged in this first stage of the Bronze Age, which in the second stage Middle
Minoan, BC went on to begin building characteristic palace complexes. This period also marks the
development of some settlements outside the palaces, and the end of the extensive use of tholos tombs. If the
Mycenaeans managed to land ashore then they would have faced little resistance. The Phaistos Disc features a
unique pictorial script. During this period, Helladic god names such as Zeus begin to appear in tablets, new
shapes develop in pottery, and vaulted tholos tombs appear for the first time. Islanders lived in houses made of
stone, mud brick, and wood, and the domestic economy was based on viticulture and olive farming. Certain
locations had especially close ties with Crete and its sailors. Some Thoughts on the Demise of Minoan
Civilization One of the favorite themes for discussion among scholars is the possible causes for the destruction
of the Minoan Civilization. Some have argued that these are all aspects of a single goddess. Fresco from the
"Palace of Minos," Knossos , Crete Storage jars in Knossos Columns One of the most notable contributions of
Minoans to architecture is their unique column, which was wider at the top than the bottom. Abrams,  One of
the oldest was discovered by Arthur Evans and is now known as Linear A. Its imports consisted of precious
stones, copper most likely from Cyprus , ivory, silver, gold, and other raw material. Lively and colourful wall
frescoes, however, have survived, as well as some statuettes and painted pottery.


